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Periodic top up, access to all or most of the services, freedom to use one or more of the available
special tariff vouchers, querying of balance any time, no hassles in changing numbers and
operators â€“ these are few of the facets associated with the mobile prepaid card. If you are a prepaid
card subscriber, it is no surprise if you forget to recharge your mobile even after the balance has
exhausted. You may be home and far away from the store that facilitates recharge. It can be a late
night and the shutters have closed down. You may be traveling otherwise. Situations can be varied
and balance of your prepaid card can get exhausted any time provided you top it up with enough
minutes. And then when it comes to staying connected with people who matter the most to you, you
will certainly not make compromises. This is where making cheap calls come into play. This is
where online recharge offers hold substance. Imagine getting your mobile topped up with one of the
best online recharge offers that come with extra talk time. To add to the advantage is the cheap
calls facility. Yes, if the call rate is the cheapest in the market, you gain a competitive advantage.
Whether it is from your mobile phone or from your computer, it is an internet connection that will let
the online recharge happen. So, when you can avail this facility, exhaustion of balance any time
anywhere is a worry-free affair.

Topping up or recharging your mobile online with minutes is facilitated by all network operators.
What should be different are the offers provided. â€˜Offersâ€™ in the phrase â€˜online recharge offersâ€™ suggest
different schemes provided along with the actual minutes or talk time you enjoy. It can be extra talk
time or getting free movie tickets or pizza vouchers or the like. It is no surprise if you come across a
mobile prepaid card provider offering extra talk time as part of online recharge offers depending on
the denomination you choose. For example, you enjoy Rs. 90 talk time for Rs. 80, Rs. 200 talk time
for Rs. 170, Rs. 410 talk time for Rs. 340, and Rs. 580 talk time for Rs. 470. You do gain a
competitive advantage enjoying more talk time going for a larger denomination amount.

No matter whether it is just an online top up or enjoying online recharge offers, you have to use a
credit card or debit card to pay online. Alternatively, there are other online payment methods such
as using an OxiCash or refill card, paying direct from a bank account using an ATM, electronic
reloading, etc. Use a prepaid card that offers the best of services right from facilitating cheap calls,
having on offer special tariff vouchers for dedicated local, STD, and international calls, GPRS plans,
SMS plans, and a plethora of value added services. Enjoying cheap calls can bring a big difference
on your pocket, letting you stay connected for hours to your satisfaction!
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